Litavo

The ideal aid while reading or eating a meal, both in bed and
chair. The tabletop can be adjusted continuously and is equipped
with a tiltable part that can be used to read on.

Dimensions

Base

09221 | 89 x 43 x H 69-98 cm
Gap distance U-shape base: 68 cm
Height base: 10 cm
One-piece tabletop symmetrical
version
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Two-piece tabletop left version
69 - 98

-- Firmly welded U-shaped frame.
-- The high/low column consists of 2 aluminium profiles and can be telescopically adjusted in height by means of a gas spring.
-- The column can be installed at the left or right side, depending on the
customer’s wishes.
-- The gas spring is activated by means of a lever near the fixed tabletop
and guarantees a continuous height adjustment of circa 69 cm to 99
cm.
-- The U-shaped base can be optionally equipped with two stainless
steel protection caps.
-- The metal support is protected with an epoxy-coating, RAL 9006
blank alu.
-- The aluminium parts are protected by an anodised layer.
-- Equipped with 4 design castors Ø 65 mm, two of which have brakes.
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Two-piece tabletop right version

Materials and finishing
69 - 98

-- The tabletop consists of a fixed and a tiltable part. Both parts are
equipped with an upright synthetic edge.
-- The tiltable part is supported by an aluminium profile.
-- The tabletop can be tilted in 2 positions: 22,5° and 45°.
-- The tabletop is tilted by means of an easily accessible lever on the
outside.
-- The tabletop is made of solid laminate, thickness 8 mm.
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Two-piece tabletop symmetrical
version

-- Metal: epoxy coating RAL 9006 blanc alu.
-- Solid laminate.
65mm
--ø Synthetic.
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For further information about used materials,
constructions and maintenance: consult our
materialfiles.

Options

Colours
We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.
Sample card + samples available on request.

-- Tabletop consists of a one piece fixed part (non
tiltable, symmetrical).
-- Stainless steel protection caps.
-- 2 suspension hooks.
-- Larger base of 12 cm, gap distance: 80 cm.
-- Symmetrical table top.
-- Gallery on fixed part (only possible with symmetrical
tabletop).
-- Reading support on the second long side of the
tabletop (only possible with symmetrical tabletop).
-- Reading support on the second short side of the
tabletop (only possible with symmetrical tabletop).
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